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p Megatrends

p It’s all about the customer

p Data is an asset, but also a liability

The Insurance industry is arguably changing at the fastest rate in its
history, driven by external factors, from regulation, politics and
environment, to market competition and technology. Never have the
opportunities been greater, and the need to respond effectively to them so
great.

Digitisation is expanding the manner and frequency with which customers
and insurers interact with each other. In addition to traditional channels
such as phone and post, customers can now utilise channels such as text,
mobile phone apps, webchat and social media to engage with insurance
providers. The industry is now having to manage a more complex web of
customer journeys and knitting these together across Operations and
without increasing costs, requires serious thought.

Data is an asset that most insurers have huge quantities of, but either have
little trust in, or are unable to access effectively. The inherent value in the
data held is enormous and the desire to unlock its value increasingly strong,
whether it to be to increase customer engagement, manage risk and capital
more efficiently or manage the business more effectively.

Regulation – Insurers will continue to need to work hard to meet and optimise
for regulatory compliance through 2018 and beyond. GDPR has been a
significant area of focus for most insurers over the last 18 months and many
still have significant “Day 2” programmes to coordinate, alongside the IDD and
SMCR initiatives to be delivered later this year.
As GDPR activity starts to recede, IFRS17 activity is commencing, with many
insurers starting major programmes of change to review and address data,
infrastructure and process challenges in order to meet reporting requirements.
Politics – Political uncertainty around Brexit remains high and the ability to
retain passport rights to freely underwrite policies and insure across the
European borders will be under scrutiny as UK insurers work to remain
compliant with Solvency II. In addition, macro-economic forces, as a result of
Brexit, will impact interest rates
Environment – Regulators continue to focus on sustainability challenges facing
the insurance sector to enhance awareness and intensify climate risk scrutiny.
Recent analysis of extreme weather events by the SIF points to a growing trend
of damages, both for insured and uninsured goods, leading to a significant
protection gap
Market – Recent focus on Specialist General Insurers’ business model
sustainability by the BoE highlights the challenges faced by the London
Markets, whilst General Insurers continue to operate in a highly competitive
environment, and Life and Pensions companies look to future operating models
following changes driven through the market by Auto Enrolment. All of which is
driving significant M&A/divestment activity and business model reviews
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Technology – Smart devices, autonomous machinery and connected homes
offer insurers the opportunity to re-think traditional models. Many firms are
establishing innovation labs and engaging with InsurTechs to stretch their
thinking and identify new ways to engage customers and create new market
opportunities, but full attention must be paid to regulatory considerations and
customer requirements.

p The innovation game

p People make the difference in mergers

Developments in technology and experiences from other sectors are fast
changing the expectations customers have of their insurers. Most insurers
are keen to remain relevant are turning to the world of InsurTech to identify
potential solutions. Many are both intrigued by, and fearful of, the InsurTech
eco-system. At one end of the spectrum, there is intrigue around the
fantastic ideas are out there that could transform a business or help gain a
competitive edge. At the other end, the fear of others finding something
that could disrupt the business model. Yet few know how to engage with
this new world effectively.

The last few years has seen some very large and high profile M&A activity in
both the Life and Non-Life sectors. Yet the insurance industry, particularly in
the UK, remains highly fragmented with significant opportunity for further
consolidation. M&A is still seen by many as a way of acquiring additional
scale to; increase market share, deliver economies of scale, enhance value,
rationalise structures and protect against future technology and regulatory
development.

Successful collaboration between Insurers and InsurTechs works best when
the tone is set from the top by the Exec. The engagement needs to be
undertaken by a number of empowered people from across the
organisation, who coordinate and help drive a culture of innovation from
within. Those people need to harness the creative power within their
organisations and supplement it by building relationships with InsurTech
companies that can broaden their horizons.
Managing a pipeline of potential ideas is a challenge, selecting the ones to
progress and the ones to leave behind is an art learnt over time. Balancing
enthusiasm and open mindedness, with a healthy dose of questioning or
cynicism is no bad thing. Ultimately, insurers are looking to build a pipeline
of ideas or solutions that spans the highly opportunistic, through to the
mature.
Applying the same governance and ways of thinking as today will not work
when piloting or delivering InsurTech solutions. Clearly articulating a more
relaxed set of boundaries for pilot initiatives is key, as is having a clear set of
criteria for shutting a pilot down if it isn’t working, or industrialising it if it is.
Perhaps the elephant in the room though, when it comes to insurer and
InsurTech collaboration, remains the fear of failure.

Get it right and opportunities to develop the business in new and
exciting ways with staff and customers are endless. Get it wrong and
you will have solutions looking for problems and frustration from staff
and customers alike.

In the Life space, the drivers over the last couple of years have stemmed
from Solvency II requirements and have primarily been around re-focusing
the business model, selling-off legacy books and using capital to invest in new
areas of focus. In the non-Life space, the focus has been around acquiring
new capacity and a desire to increase efficiency through scale of operation.
At a more micro level insurers are increasingly investing in InsurTech
companies to build out new and innovative propositions in support of more
traditional lines of business.
Appetite for M&A activity is likely to continue for the foreseeable future,
however, there will be on-going challenges for those looking to realise the
desired benefits from their deals. Many organisations set out to deliver
significant efficiencies through their PMI programmes, however, a large
number end up de-scoping many of the efficiency drivers and pushing the
delivery down the line or into BAU operations as cost and complexity is
revealed.

Parts of the industry have started to move away from the traditional model
of annual policy interactions, towards more dynamic interactions. Direct
web channels mean customers can update policy details at any time and
also access a far greater breadth of products and services. Rather than
lengthy forms, customers can now get a quote and purchase insurance in
minutes.
Data is being used to make customer journeys more efficient and tailor
individual offerings. Black boxes enable insurers to gather data and reward
safe drivers with lower premiums, whilst health insurance providers use
fitness trackers to monitor customers’ daily activity and reward them for a
‘healthy lifestyle’. The recent move towards packaging smart technology
with home insurance provides massive scope for joint ventures between
insurers and the big names in smart home technology. However, whilst
delivering integrated offerings has clear customer benefits, it also requires
trust and brings challenges as it breaks down some of the natural barriers
and controls that protect data privacy.
With 50% of UK consumers showing one or more characteristics of potential
vulnerability, firms need to decide if they want to meet minimum regulatory
expectations, or go further and develop new and innovative offerings using
end-to-end service design methodology. Technology and data can play an
important role here. An example of this in action is the 2017 FCA Money and
Mental Health tech sprint - Baringa won the ‘Eureka’ award for developing a
mobile app that aggregates and monitors personal data in order to support
people with over spending.

Successful firms will deliver products that genuinely meet customers’
needs and will strive to become a partner that helps people live safer,
healthier and longer lives.

p A culture of continuous improvement
to curtail costs
The cost of underwriting should be coming down. Reducing friction in the
placement process, increased communications and distribution channels
and emerging technology should be contributing to reducing expense ratios
(without having to rely on growing the top line). Many insurers however
continue to carry expense bases that reflect heavily manual, outdated
operations, reliant on inefficient structures and systems.
Regulatory intervention has already been observed in the Lloyd’s market
through the ‘decile 10’ edict and suggestion that licenses to trade will be
revoked for underperforming syndicates. How long do we expect it to take
before other regulators step in to address some of the potentially systemic
weaknesses currently observed within the insurance market; where the cost
of capital is relatively cheap and tolerance for marginally profitable
combined ratios appears high?
Reducing expenses not only allows for more effective allocation of capital,
but also more cost-effective propositions to be delivered for the benefit of
customers. Personal Lines insurers have progressed far further in this regard
than their Life and Pensions counterparts, however, both are significantly
further ahead than their London Markets colleagues, where serious
questions are being asked of current business models.

Ensuring organisation structures and governance is in place is relatively
straightforward. The challenges come when the cultural integration of other
organisations is not robustly considered, which often leads to losing critical
resource during the time of transition as there is insufficient focus on people.
Another area where many insurers struggle is in the integration of processes
and rationalisation of IT systems. Inevitably the cost and complexity of this
area is greatest when considering PMI activity, but the potential benefits
significant, not only financially, but when looking at long term client and
colleague satisfaction.

Although somewhat of an over simplification, if it takes a lot of money to
find the business, produce the business, price the business and place the
business, then there isn’t that much left over to pay claims and deliver
underwriting profit. Firms should be able to demonstrate to regulators,
capital providers and shareholders alike, a detailed understanding of the
costs inherent within each product or class value chain and be able to justify
the marginal cost as appropriate given the business profile, strategy and
environmental factors. With so much uncertainty on the political horizon
and extreme competitive forces, the insurance industry will be forced to
undertake a major transformational journey over the next five years.

Insurers’ ability to realise the benefits from M&As will continue to
depend on whether they place people and culture at the heart of the new
organisation or not.

The only firms to prosper will be those willing to make bold decisions
about who they partner with, who they employ (and where) and what
type of operating model best serves their corporate strategy.

Yet data consistently features prominently in an Insurance company’s risk
register. With significant tension being generated between increasing
regulatory requirements, demands and scrutiny and internal business
expectations for greater availability, quality and granularity.
More than ever, companies need to demonstrate control over who can
access data within the organisation and also evidence complete data
lineage, such that the ultimate source of any data used in making decisions
and the transformations it has been through are clear.
This presents major challenges for the majority of insurance companies who
typically require extensive historical records in order to effectively execute
critical business processes. Many find themselves restricted by limitations in
their IT estate because historical M&A activity has failed to consolidate data
and systems, resulting in data gaps and quality issues.
While many companies are actively working on future-looking data
strategies and investing in data science and analytical capabilities, equal
focus should be given to ensuring that the rigour, governance and controls
around data ownership, stewardship and usage are current and fit for
purpose and that fundamental MI and BI use cases are also up to date. This
ensures that, while future capability is developed and greater insights are
generated, everyone within the business asking a question of the company’s
data receives the same answer and more time can be spent making critical
business decisions acting on the insights, rather than arguing over the
consistency of historic figures.

Successful insurers will unlock value in the data they hold already and
develop customer trust in the way it is managed, not just chase new
sources of information that move from “cool” to “creepy”

p About Baringa Partners
Baringa Partners is an independent business and technology
consultancy. We help businesses run more effectively, navigate
industry shifts and reach new markets.
We use our industry insights, ideas and pragmatism to help each client
improve their business.
Collaboration is central to our strategy and culture ensuring we attract
the brightest and the best. And it’s why clients love working with us.
Baringa. Brighter together.

p Baringa’s Finance, Risk and
Compliance Team
Baringa’s Finance, Risk and Compliance Team specialises in helping
firms understand and respond to the strategic, financial and
operational implications of new regulation and to enhance risk
management. A trusted advisor to risk, compliance and treasury
leaders, Baringa Partners’ capabilities and credentials span banking,
insurance, asset management, capital markets, commodities and
wholesale energy.
For more information please contact: risk@baringa.com or Daniel
Golding, Director, Finance, Risk and Compliance on +44 7932 434 262
or David Wilson, Partner, Insurance on +44 7785 571 099.

Baringa Partners LLP, 3rd Floor, Dominican Court, 17 Hatfields, London SE1
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01.01.21: IFRS 17 becomes effective

Q1-Q2 2020: Application of the reporting requirements for insurance/reinsurance
undertakings, UCITS/UCITS managers, AIFs/AIFMs and institutions for occupational
retirement provision (18 months after the entry into force of the delegated acts)

Q4 2018: First annual financial statement in which IFRS 9 applies

01.10.18: EC's target for finalising withdrawal
agreement and starting ratification process

p AMLD V
p Sustainable Finance
p ComFrame

Jul 2019: Data due for
2019 field testing process

Mar 2019: Launch of 2019
field testing process

Q3 2018: EIOPA to assess
Q4 2018: EC is expected to
Q1 2019: EC technical expert
impact of insurance
report on the impact of IFRS
group is expected to provide
prudential rules on
9 on long-term investments
an EU classification system
sustainable investment;
Oc / Nov 2018: Comments
for climate change mitigation
Q3 2018-Q4 2019: EC
due on ICS version 2.0 and
activities
considering incorporating
ComFrame consultation
climate risks into firms' risk
management policies and potential calibration of banks' capital requirements under CRR/CDR

p IDD
p PRIIPS

Q4 2019: Amended Directive expected to enter into force by the end of 2019 (i.e. 18 months after its
Q2 2019: EC technical expert
Q3 2019: Taxonomy for
publication, expected in mid-2018);
group is expected to provide
climate change mitigation
Q4 2019: ICS Version 2.0 will be adopted together with the rest of ComFrame at the end of 2019
an EU classification system
activities to come into effect
for climate change adaptation
and environmental activities;
Q2 2019: Expected revision of guidelines for companies on how to disclose non-financial information in relation to climate-related data

01.10.18: Member States' implementation deadline for IDD
Q3 2018: FCA expected to
publish a feedback statement
on the use of technology for
regulatory reporting

p PSD II
p Big Data
p Cloud and Outsourcing
p Crowdfunding
p Crypto currencies
p RegTech

Q4 2018: EBA will map requirements on virtual currencies, and will assess the appropriateness of the current
regulatory frameworks
for virtual currencies
Q1-Q4 2019: The EBA is expected to publish a report on financial exclusion and big data

01.09.18: Initial margin
requirements for firms
exceeding the EUR 1.5 tn
threshold to be phased-in

p ICT Risk Management
p NIS Directive

Capital

p Solvency II

UK

p FAMR
p Vulnerable Customers
p SMCR
p Market Integrity
p Pensions and Retirement

EU / Global

p EU Benchmarks Regulation
p E-Privacy

EMIR

09.05.19: Implementation of CDS
clearing obligation: category 4

21.12.18: Category 4 firms subject to EMIR
clearing obligation for interest rate derivatives

14.09.19: RTS for SCA and SCC to come into force (a couple of Article 30
paragraphs will kick in 6 months later - 14th March 2019)
21.06.19: Implementation
of interest rate derivatives
clearing obligation:
category 3

01.09.19: Initial margin
requirements for firms
exceeding the EUR 750 bn
threshold to be phased-in

Q2 2019: Expected finalisation of first legislative proposal to amend EMIR;
Q2 2019: Potential finalisation of CCP supervision proposal

09.11.18: Operators of essential services to be identified

By Jan 2021: EC will submit a report on
the application and impact of PSD II

01.09.20: The phase-in of initial margin
is expected to be completed

Q1-Q4 2020: EIOPA expected to submit an Opinion on the
assessment of the application of the
long-term guarantees measures and
the measures on equity risk to te EC

Q4 2018: EC has asked the ESAs to map existing supervisory practices across financial sectors around ICT;
Q4 2018: ESAs expected to evaluate the costs and benefits of developing a coherent cyber resilience testing framework for significant market participants and infrastructures within the whole EU financial sector

Q3 2018: FCA will publish its final report and
consultation paper on its retirement outcomes review

EBA
EC
ECB
EEA
EIOPA

31.12.19: End of transitional period for UCITS KIDs
to be converted into PRIIPs KIDs

Q2-Q4 2018: FCA will publish finalised rules on
Q1 2019: ESAs expected to explore the need for
crowdfunding, to address areas of concern, especially
guidelines on outsourcing to cloud service providers
for loan-based crowdfunding;
01.07.18: EBA Recommendations for the use of cloud service providers become applicable

p EMIR

Artificial Intelligence
Alternative Investment Fund Management
Anti-Money Laundering Directive V
Business Intelligence
Central Counterparty
Credit Default Swaps
Capital Requirements Directive/Regulation

APR

2021

2020

2019 | Q4

29.03.19: UK exits the EU (in case of no
extension agreed by EU27 members)

Cyber
Resilience

AI
AIFM
AMLD V
BI
CCP
CDS
CRD/R

MAR
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02.11.18: Publication of EBA 2018 stress test results
Q4 2018: BoE
expected to
publish the results of the 2018 exercise;
Q4 2018: BoE to publish details of a new approach to stress testing in the UK
Q4 2018: EIOPA will conduct a stress test of the insurance sector - focus on low interest rate environment and the cyber risk exposure of insurers

From 2019: Implementation of CDS clearing obligation: category 3;
Q1 2019: CCP supervision proposal expected to be finalised

Trading
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Q3 2018: FCA is expected to
finalise its approach to
consumers as part of its new
mission

European Banking Authority
European Commission
European Central Bank
European Economic Area
European Insurance and Occupational Pensions
Authority
European Market Infrastructure Regulation

10.12.18: SMCR extension expected to
come into effect for insurers

Q2-Q4 2019 SMCR extension expected to
come into effect for solo-regulated firms

01.01.21: Review of the LTG measures
and the measures on equity risk in SII

Q4 2018: FCA is expected to
2019: HMT and FCA to undertake review of FAMR outcomes (outcomes to be published in 2020) From 2019: Industry to make a pensions dashboard available to consumers under FAMR;
publish its interim report of
Q1 2019: FCA is expected to publish a report for consultation on market integrity; Q1 2019: FCA will publish an occasional paper on the savings adequacy of the UK population
its market study on
wholesale insurance brokers; Q4 2018:FCA will publish a feedback statement on non-workplace pensions; Q4 2018:FCA will publish a policy statement on unsuitable pension transfer advice

2019: E-Privacy regulaiton to take effect in 2019 (date still tbc - delayed from 25/05/18)

ESA
ESMA
EU
FAMR
FCA
FI
FSB

European Supervisory Authority
European Securities and Markets Authority
European Union
Financial Advice Market Review
Financial Conduct Authority
Financial Institution
Financial Stability Board

GDPR
GI
HMRC
HMT
ICS
ICT

General Data Protection Regulation
General Insurers
Her Majesty's Revenue & Customs
Her Majesty's Treasury
Insurance Capital Standard
Information and Communications
Technology

IDD
IFRS 9
IFRS 17
KID
LTG
L&P
M&A

Insurance Distribution Directive
International Financial Reporting Standard 9
International Financial Reporting Standard 17
Key Information Document
Long-Term Guarantees
Life and Pensions
Mergers and Acquisitions

01.01.20: Transitional arrangements for certain benchmarks will expire

MI
MiFID
MREL
NIS
PMI
PRA

Management Information
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive
Minimum Requirement for Own Funds and
Eligible Liabilities
Networks and Information Systems
Post Merger Integration
Prudential Regulatory Authority

PRIIPS
PSD II
RTS
SCA
SCC
SFTR

Packaged Retail Investment Products
Payment Service Directive II
Regulatory Technical Standards
Strong Customer Authentication
Secure Customer Communication
Securities Financing Transactions
Regualtion

SII
SIF
SMCR
UCITS

Systemically Important Insurers
Sustainable Insurance Forum
Senior Managers and Certification Regime
Undertaking for Collective Investments in
Transferable Securities
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